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Abstract
Traditional computer simulation is replaced by 3D scans of the temporary urban
fabric in a Taiwan heritage site for the quantitative assessment of local evolvement. The
transfer of as-built point cloud model to the vertical and horizontal sections enables the
inspections of evolved openness types on an old street enclosed by building facades and
remodeled building components. Temporary fabrics, which consist of the installations
and components, are represented in terms of the modification ratio on facade. The ratio
contributes to the balance between the maintenance of cultural identity and the
development of supporting commercial facilities made by local efforts. The variation
changes along the old street cross districts of preservation, commercial and residential
areas. Result shows the highest ratio exist in commercial district, where the highest
ground activity along the entire street has created a typology of T or enclosed section of
open space, as shown in point cloud model which is so realistic that no former computer
models can display.

1 Introduction
Lukang, a heritage town in center Taiwan, has a unique architectural style and urban fabric from
the earliest stages of its development (1683–1777), development peak (1784–1836), recession (1851–
1888), degeneration (1895–1943), recovery (1945–1987), and current development phase (1988–now).
It is located on the west coast of Taiwan and was formerly the second-largest harbor between the 17th
and 19th centuries. Its competitive advantage disappeared after port silting and the rejection of
railroad deployment [1]. The slowdown of local development and modernization eventually prevented
the city’s over-expansion and the potential deconstruction of historical heritages.
The distinguishing characteristics in its landscape, humanity, and styles, however, have been wellpreserved, making it one of the most important sightseeing locations in Taiwan. A large number of
cultural relics exist around the Zhongshan Road, Zhongzheng Road, and peripheral regions, which are
also known as the Old Streets. A Heritage Preservation District was established by past government
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promotion strategies. The old streets have developed into a unique block-based commercial pattern of
cultural industry. For example, one linear old alley has connected historical blocks and created a rich
tapestry of food, handcrafts, religions, and open spaces. The tourist routes also vary by subject. Threedimensional scans have been made to a famous old street over approximately 2500 m using Faro
Focus 3D® (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A 2500 m 3D scan of an old street (left) and a realistic 3D scene made by point cloud (right)

The alleys around Nine-turns Lane have created a famous sightseeing trail. The role of old
residence has gradually transferred and remodeled to cafés, creative cultural souvenirs shops, or
studios for hands-on experience. Transferring from residence to a shop requires the redesign of
building front and interior. Signage, panels, or billboards have been progressively added to façade as a
new type of identity. The old image and identity have gradually changed with characters carefully
preserved to remind visitors of old days. Majority of wall materials, construction manners, and
landscape can still be identified.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 introduces the background of the historical town.
Section 2 explores current technology and its application in heritage study. Section 3 addresses the
intention to quantify the auxiliary urban fabric outside building boundary. Section 4 specifies how 3D
scan data were applied to illustrate the urban fabric and retrieval approach. Section 5 explains how the
temporary settings were created as the micro expression of fabric. Section 6 estimates the
modification ratios. Section 7 correlates the ratio and districts. Section 8 presents the conclusion of
this paper.

2 Related Works
Three-dimensional (3D) scans have been used for data collection in large areas to create urban
models. The point cloud was used to analyze urban open space, buildings, and landscapes [2] [3] [4]
[5] [6]. The as-built information at full-scale provides detailed components with a high precision level
of measurement. In contrast to drawings or maps that are not currently updated, 3D scans provide an
efficient and effective on-site data collection approach for 3D configurations that are usually
unavailable.
The study of a heritage site usually requires the creation of a 3D model for preservation or tourism
purposes. The models are used for documentation, measurement, or illustration. The recorded
contents not only illustrate the open space, but also the urban fabric that is made of buildings, culture
entities, or the landscape. Photogrammetry technology has been widely applied in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) or unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) [7] [8]. Four-dimensional dynamic scene
reconstruction has been developed as an efficient modeling approach using videos or photos as input
resources [9]. For the capture of detailed models, 3D scanning can create objects of the original scale
(in 1:1) to fulfill measurement needs in architectural professional practice. An automatic scan process
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creates to a scene up to 360 × 300 degrees of an environment in a range of 100 m or more. The
automatic registration of multiple scans is made, no matter whether it is a large site or a long alley. A
point cloud model has been widely used for construction documentation.
Sustainable development in policy-making has profound implications for the practice and politics
of urban and regional development [10]. A sustainable city can improve satisfaction with city life by
offering many positive experiences and perspectives [11] [12] [13]. Culture and heritage are now
widely perceived to be important contributors to a sustainable development [14]. The economic,
environmental, and social components of sustainable development are interdependent and mutually
reinforced [15]. Based on the historical changes of urban fabric around Old Street from 1683 to 2018,
development on Old Street has been constantly occurring as part of the economic development.
Considering the interdependence of the three sustainable components, economic development has to
be connected with social development and environmental protection as well. The level of
interdependence and mutual reinforcement, which may vary between cities, provides a trail of local
history. All the modifications of fabric and second contour represent an attempt to sustainably evolve
the culture-related spatial structure, developed and managed by local efforts and government
promotions.

3 Research goal
A sustainable process of development should be correlated with today’s urban fabric for what a
town has been experienced. The analysis should present a digital bridge between history and local
development, in terms of humanity and environment. The study evaluates the level of development by
quantifying the auxiliary urban fabric outside building boundary in an old street space. In addition to
the field observation, the estimation should be made based on the as-built measurement for a precise
description of variations. A digital twin needs to be created for the cultural heritage site in the
quantification process as a connection to urban zoning characteristics by building components on
vertical and horizontal sections.

4 Urban Fabric and Retrieval Approach
Urban fabric stands for building enclosures that define open spaces. Different fabric relationships
lead to a reconceptualization of urban data that are utilized to support the representation of detailed
heritage configuration. The data are converted to desired forms as needed. This is particularly the case
when studies include as-built scan data for a full-scale description of an environment. The retrieval of
urban fabric usually comes from geographic maps in 2D. Recent studies have emphasized second
contours (or second skins), which contribute a new, remodeled, and yet flexible existence of
installations to the definition of urban fabric [16]. Two-dimensional maps or GIS model can no longer
meet the demand in terms of descriptions for the geometries or surface attributes.
Urban fabric, which is determined by the projection of outer boundary, is made of fixed parts or
temporary settings. Although the configuration is restricted by the site, the final appearance is usually
changed after years of occupancy. One typical example is the cantilevers made by commercial
signage, HVAC or mechanic facilities, or even illegal constructions to fulfill the daily needs of
business or living. In general, the original fabric is static and should be consistent with what is shown
on maps. Great diversity exists in reality. The fixed part of fabric was added by local residents as
canopy or rain shield at entrance. The overhang canopy or rain shield changes the sky openness into
full open, semi-open, or fully covered pattern. Similar pattern was either distributed interlaced to
create a rhythm of light and shadow or connected in a continuous manner to make a street covered
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like a tunnel. The pattern of distribution created new and unique landscape which is now dramatically
different from what a street should appear at original built stage.
The identify of adds-on was important and should be very sensitive to the type and shapes that
were incompatible or controversial to existing style or vocabulary. The measurement of individual
entity was almost impossible and very effort-consuming. In order to increase the efficiency and to
maintain the correctness, 3D scans were applied to solve the problems with effectiveness and
efficiency. The detail level of the as-built data enables a unique perspective in defining fabric types,
relationships, and operations that are applied to facilitate the quantitative studies. The researchers can
work with the cloud data afterward in the laboratory and conduct inspection of shape or size away
from the site. Comparing to the time spent on field scan, the off-site data manipulation has been
increased many times from a few days to all four months in an academic semester.
In contrast to the traditional application of 3D scan in the preservation of heritage site with visual
emphasis, this study took a deep investigation of the 3D point cloud data to explore the possible
evidence of local development. The instances usually limit to building front. However, the collection
of all instances along an alley or a street creates a distinguishing image and local identity, which is not
only recognized by residences, but also attracts tourists as part of cultural tourism. The size of
modification does not have to be a major remodeling of an entire block or the reconstruction of a
whole building. The sign of changes may occur to the peripheral boundary of private property. Some
of them may intrude public space for personal use.
Satellite images are inspected individually and overlaid from 2002 to 2018 (Figure 2). The
inspection is made by showing the difference on map for horizontal fabric. The result shows
occasional occurrences of changes that were either added or removed next to building boundaries.
The evolvement of fabric is a periodical and chronological process with most of the changes occurred
on commercial district.

Figure 2: Satellite image-based fabric differentiation between 2002 and 2018

5 The Micro Expression of Fabric
The installations added to building enclosure fulfill functional needs in a permanent or temporary
manner (Figure 3 & Figure 4). The dynamic deployment creates micro expression with features
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varying from retractable weather shield, mobile booth, to lighting fixtures. The expression is different
by weather, daylight, or events. The expression is similar to 3D graffiti that is shop-dependent or
section-dependent. In other words, the expression next to a temple or a market is different from that
next to a residence area. The pattern of distribution has formed local identity that attracts visitors by
following a tourism route that connects the locations of modified expressions.

Figure 3: The micro expression of a building (left) and the typical type of weather shield in residential,
commercial, and preservation district (right)

Figure 4: The difference on façade made by commercial activities on 2009 (top left) and 2017 (top right); the
resulting complexity of fabric occurs in or next to a traditional market (bottom)

The temporary settings or installations, which were usually not considered as part of urban fabric,
did change the projected configuration of building boundary. The settings are made by property
owners, local business associations, or government tourism department. Private owners may have
installations extruding into public space for business purpose. The open space, like a street, is
decorated by installations during festivals to promote cultural activities by local associations or
government department. The temporary settings may only last for a few months. The configuration of
a space was changed accordingly during this period of time and created a new meaning to local
identity. The promotion of local cultural tourism or even the private modification to building front has
close connection to the temporary fabric and deserves a study from a quantitative point of view. The
quantitative measurement, as an assessment of its influence, serves as a variable that defines the most
update development of a historical alley.
The emerging of urban fabric is either a long-lasting evolving process or a short event. The former
refers to the casual or individual building remodeling by private owners or the government-conducted
urban renewal. The latter refers to the fairs or events occurred monthly, seasonally, annually, or at a
specific time period.
A 3D point cloud model is feasible to present the configuration as a whole. The physical layout of
fabric is shown in vertical and horizontal manner. The fabric reveals different characteristics of
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geometries that contribute to cultural icons, identities, temporary installations, permanent facilities,
and building boundaries. The layout is permanently or temporarily installed to reconstruct a space
which leads to the identity of a city or its development.


The horizontal fabric varies by levels of height: A defined thickness of cloud is sliced to reveal
the horizontal section of a space within a defined boundary. The fabric, which bears similar
configuration from ground level to the roof level (Figure 5), defines the boundary between
interiors and exteriors. Variations occur after decades of development or remodeling.



The vertical fabric varies by thickness and distance: A defined thickness of cloud is sliced to
reveal the vertical section of a space at certain location or orientation. The span varies from the
width of a small alley to an entire town with the focused region extended to a urban scale.

Figure 5: The horizontal fabric varies by levels of height

Both the vertical and horizontal fabrics are different by streets. In order to highlight the changes,
vertical sections are overlaid by referring to façade or street central line. The former refers to only one
side of the street facades. The latter, which is based on the central line, can illustrate the different
façade setback distance on either side, the density of activity on the street, and the openness above
street.
The union image of profiles quickly characterizes a street by U, 凸, T, □, and L types (Figure 6).
The overlaid images contribute to the comprehensive description of static subjects, such as buildings,
advertisement panels, power wires, or HVAC facilities, plus dynamic subjects, such as tree
configurations, pedestrians, vehicles, or mobile booths. The final image represents a location-specific
character of the proportion to human scale, the composition of subjects, and the distribution of
activities.

Figure 6: The profiles in U, 凸, T, 口, and L shapes

The five types of profiles represent an evolving process of local history. The original urban
planning started since Japanese colonial period in Taiwan. The difference between “U” and “凸”
types is the space designed to invite pedestrians on ground level in front of a building with recessed
and secured enclosure. After years’ development of commercial district, the “U” type has become “T”
type with space extended toward street center under rain shield on ground level. Most part of the
covered-up streets in “□” type was remodeled intensively. As a result, the old urban image, so-called
covered-up sky and ground, was changed into new urbanscape located next to the old houses in
preservation district.
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6 Estimation of the Modification Ratios
This study started from identifying the reasons and specific issues related to the local remodeling
efforts on building front and façade. The process is followed by the selection of building components
that are closely connected to local activities. The area of components was estimated to define their
boundaries of influences and possible intensities of impact by projections. The results are the
modification diagram that illustrate the shift of characteristics in a historical alley from north to south.
The recognition of property-based fabric definition is blurred in reality. The horizontal fabric is a
collection of fuzzy boundary sets that come from the original building enclosure with temporary or
permanent installations. The projection was made above 1.5 m and extended above streets in the
vertical fabric, including trees planted by local residents (Figure 7). The representation is made of
building boundary in solid line and canopies in dot line (Figure 8).

Figure 7: The overlaid sections made by point cloud (left) and boundary in vector drawings (right)

Figure 8: The difference between original building boundaries and extended ones (above) and the significant
difference occurs to the façade on either side of a street (bottom)

The outline of projected canopy area illustrates a specific distribution pattern in each segment. The
interleaved canopies indicate where shops are located and how the pattern is shifted on both sides of
the alley. A shifted allocation would present a lower density of commercial activity, comparing to
other segments where both the canopies and mobile booths are connected shop by shop. The facilities
in commercial district, which are extended from interiors to shop front, significantly narrow down the
street width and eventually make it a pedestrian area. This situation occurs near traditional market
which not only service local people with daily needs, but also attracts tourists for the reminiscence of
old day’s shopping experience. It seems the gap between two walking people is much shorter in this
commercial segment.
Temporary fabrics, which consist of the installations and components, are represented in terms of
the modification ratio on façade: the ratio is calculated by dividing the projected area of additive
building parts by the entire projected façade area (Figure 9). The ratio, which illustrates the amount of
modification that is perceived along the small alley, is an index of adaption from local residences
within the incremented space to meet living or commercial needs in these days. The newly added part,
which is called the 2nd contour, is usually made of remodeling or illegal constructions and does not
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belong to the original design. The modified part may not be consistent with the original building
vocabulary of cultural heritage. In general, the larger the ratio is, the more deviation was made to the
original alley scene in the old days.

Figure 9: Modification ratio is made by defining the modified regions and conducting area estimation

7 Discussion
The development of the Old Street revealed a sustainable development process that was subject to
economic recovery and government promotion projects. The spatial structure remains steady,
however the 2nd contour is constantly evolving. With concern about the environment, the development
process now involves creating spaces for more sustainable programming of local culture promotion,
education, or exhibition, by means of galleries, DIY workshops, or classrooms.
The ratio shows commercial district features the highest difference between the 1st and the 2nd
contour. The remodeling was to attract customers. New space is also created to accommodate more
people. Canopies that almost extended to the middle of street not only act as weather shield in a
raining or sunny day, but also create a space in shop front to promote business. Years development of
commercial activities have the “U” type section of fabric become “T” or “凸” type with space
extended toward street center on ground level. In contrast, residential area has higher expectation of
living quality and prefers less interference of tourists. Only private parking space and landscape are
featured instead.
Figure 10 shows the percentage of the 2nd contour varies by streets and districts. The residential
districts have the least percentage, in contrast to the commercial districts near traditional market with
the highest ratio. The development of the contour is faster and more diversified than that in residential
and preservation districts, where the temporary urban fabric presents similar character.

Figure 10: The variation of modification ratio by streets

The second contour of Old Street was programmed, designed, and evolved with local
characteristics under the goal of creative management of commercial space. The shop signs and sun
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shades created the symbolic structure of the contour and enhanced the walking experience. The
modified boundary of perception produced a distinct commercial image that extends local culture
from the cultural creative industry to sustainable tourism.
The Old Street acts like a pathway behind the houses with long and narrow configuration. In
contrast to the main entrances that usually face larger streets, the historical lanes or alleys are framed
and isolated inside several street blocks as a hideaway from traffic and noise. In addition to the old
layout, the Old Street has housed a number of artists dedicated to the preservation or creation of
traditional arts in modern times, with hands-on experiences provided by workshops. Old Street has
joined the surrounding tourism sites to form an enlarged cultural region of identity. A pavement
system was also designed to connect Old Street and other sites under a government promotion project.

8 Conclusion
This study quantitatively defined the changes made to a heritage site based on the projected area
of modifications made to façade as the 2nd contour and the extended facilities over public street space
as canopies and mobile booths. The estimation was conducted based on a precise 3D scan of an alley.
The result shows the shops inside or next to traditional market or religion site, which create typical
local scenes, have the highest ratio. The ratio variation is zoning-dependent.
The environment dimension in sustainable development remains to be explored. The recovery
from an obsolete harbor attracted limited remodeling and new construction projects, and fewer
investments from local residents or outside enterprises. Some shops along Old Street are rented from
local residents. The new shops, with new business models, may gradually diminish the culture
industry to a more commercially-oriented pattern. Whether the evolving model interacts with the
social dimension remains to be seen. The three dimensions in sustainable development will be
mutually reinforced into a Lukang-specific pattern. Old Street, which was sustainably transformed
using much cleaner economic activities, brought wealth to the community and preserved the
traditional culture. Cultural tourism, as a successful complimentary economic activity, has been
developed with rich programming of spaces and with more environmentally-friendly awareness and
technologies.
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